AHS

:   Adult Health Study

AIC

:   Akaike\'s information criteria

BMI

:   body mass index

DS02R1

:   Dosimetry System 2002 Revision 1

EAR

:   excess absolute rate

ERR

:   excess relative risk

ICD‐O‐3

:   International Classification of Disease for Oncology Third Edition

LSS

:   Life Span Study

NIC

:   not in either city

PYs

:   person‐years

Introduction {#ijc32275-sec-0001}
============

Strong evidence has been found for a relationship between ionizing radiation exposure and colon cancer risk, although evidence for rectal cancer has been inconsistent.[1](#ijc32275-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#ijc32275-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Among atomic bomb survivors, the colon cancer rates increased with radiation dose in studies of incidence and mortality, while there was no evidence of radiation effects on rectal cancer rates.[3](#ijc32275-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#ijc32275-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#ijc32275-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#ijc32275-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Nakatsuka *et al*. reported that all colon subsites (cecum and ascending, transverse and descending and sigmoid colon) were equally sensitive to radiation among atomic bomb survivors followed through 1980, whereas rectum was not.[3](#ijc32275-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

Lifestyle factors such as smoking, alcohol drinking, meat consumption and body mass index (BMI) have also been linked with increased risk of colorectal cancer in Western and several Japanese cohort studies.[7](#ijc32275-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#ijc32275-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#ijc32275-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#ijc32275-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#ijc32275-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Recently, evidence has emerged that time trends of incidence,[12](#ijc32275-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} associations with lifestyle and environmental risk factors, occurrence of heredity disease, carcinogenic pathways[13](#ijc32275-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#ijc32275-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and prognosis[15](#ijc32275-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} of colon cancer differ by anatomical subsite (i.e., proximal *vs*. distal location). Genomic studies also support different pathogenesis of sporadic proximal and distal colon cancers with proximal colon cancer likely being related to microsatellite instability (MSI) and distal colon cancer to chromosomal instability (CIN).[14](#ijc32275-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} After 1992 when the colorectal cancer screening of fecal occult blood test allowing for removal of colon polyps started in Japan, the increasing trend of proximal colon cancer incidence attenuated, the incidence trend of distal colon leveled off, and trend of rectal cancer started decreasing.[12](#ijc32275-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Several epidemiological studies found a shift with calendar time in the topographical distribution of colon cancer incidence proximally and to the right.[12](#ijc32275-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#ijc32275-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#ijc32275-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

Earlier studies of the atomic bomb survivors noted that BMI and radiation exposure have effects on the incidence of colon cancer.[18](#ijc32275-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} However, other lifestyle factors have not been considered to adjust for background rate or effect modification of radiation risk of colorectal cancer incidence in previous analyses in the survivors. The subsite‐specific analyses of colorectal cancer risk in atomic bomb survivors have not been updated and there remain questions concerning the difference in radiation risks for proximal colon, distal colon and rectum after controlling for lifestyle factors.

The aim of our study was to evaluate radiation risk of colorectal cancer in the Life Span Study (LSS) cohort of atomic bomb survivors by adding 11 years of follow up, adjusting for smoking, alcohol intake, frequency of meat consumption and BMI, then to compare radiation risks by anatomical subsite of colorectal cancer.

Subjects and Methods {#ijc32275-sec-0002}
====================

Subjects {#ijc32275-sec-0003}
--------

The LSS cohort comprises 120,321 Japanese atomic bomb survivors who were identified from the 1950 National Census. The LSS includes 26,580 persons (22% of the cohort) who were residents in Hiroshima or Nagasaki in 1950, 1951, or 1952, but who were not in either city (NIC) at the time of the bombings. Detailed sampling methods of LSS were described elsewhere.[19](#ijc32275-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Vital status was ascertained by the Japanese family registry system (*koseki*) which is virtually complete, while cancer incidence was ascertained mainly through Hiroshima or Nagasaki cancer registries, depending on where the LSS subjects were exposed to atomic bombing or where NIC subjects resided when they were selected. The incident cancer analyses are based on 105,444 cohort members including 80,205 survivors with estimated radiation doses (see below) and 25,239 NIC subjects, who were alive and not known to have had cancer as of January 1, 1958---the year in which the cancer registries in Hiroshima and Nagasaki became operational.

Radiation doses {#ijc32275-sec-0004}
---------------

Dosimetry System 2002 Revision 1 (DS02R1) was used to estimate individual organ doses received by those exposed to radiation from the bombings.[20](#ijc32275-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Estimated doses were adjusted to account for implausibly large estimates (shielded kerma more than 4 Gy) and random errors in dose assignments. Weighted absorbed organ dose was calculated as the sum of gamma dose plus 10 times the neutron dose and used for cancer risk analysis at the organ. Because rectum dose was not estimated, weighted absorbed bladder dose was used as its surrogate.

Case ascertainment {#ijc32275-sec-0005}
------------------

The main study outcome was the first primary colorectal cancer diagnosed from 1958 to 2009. To be consistent with other incident cancer definitions, we did not include mucosal cancers. Cases diagnosed only at autopsy were treated as noncases in order to avoid a potential bias related to high autopsy rates among people exposed to high doses of radiation in the early years of follow‐up.[19](#ijc32275-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Colorectal cancers were further divided into three anatomic subsites: proximal colon, distal colon and rectum. Proximal colon included the cecum (International Classification of Disease for Oncology, Third Edition \[ICD‐O‐3\] topography code: C18.0), appendix (C18.1), ascending colon (C18.2), hepatic flexure (C18.3), transverse colon (C18.4) and splenic flexure (C18.5). Distal colon included the descending colon (C18.6) and sigmoid colon (C18.7). Rectum included the rectosigmoid junction (C19.9), rectum not otherwise specified (C20.9) and anus, anal canal and anorectum (C21.0‐C21.8). Cancers of overlapping colon subsites (C18.8) and colon cancers, not otherwise specified (C18.9) were included in the total colon cancer group but not in the subsite‐specific groups.

Lifestyle data {#ijc32275-sec-0006}
--------------

Information on lifestyle and anthropometric factors were obtained from four LSS mailed questionnaire surveys and three Adult Health Study (AHS) clinic‐based questionnaires administered between 1963 and 1991.[21](#ijc32275-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#ijc32275-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#ijc32275-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#ijc32275-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#ijc32275-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} In the current analyses, we evaluated information on smoking history, alcohol intake, meat consumption and BMI. The availability of LSS survey data varied from 47% for meat consumption to 67% for alcohol intake. See Supporting Information Materials for more details.

We summarized smoking history in terms of total pack‐years smoked calculated from the reported intensity and duration of smoking, as described in Furukawa *et al*.[26](#ijc32275-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Alcohol intake was characterized as the number of alcohol‐containing drinks consumed per day (assuming 10 g ethanol per drink) based on the largest amount reported on any questionnaire. BMI was calculated as weight divided by squared height and expressed in kg/m^2^ using data from the earliest completed questionnaire. BMI was evaluated as a categorical variable with the cut‐offs corresponding to underweight (\<18.5), normal weight (18.5--24.9) and overweight or obese (≥25.0) according to the WHO definition.[27](#ijc32275-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} The frequency of meat consumption was summarized as the number of days consuming a meat‐containing meal per week based on the highest value reported on any questionnaire. In the analyses, the frequency of meat consumption was evaluated using three categories: ≤1 day/week, 2--4 days/week and 5--7 days/week. Distributions of lifestyle factors and BMI among individuals with known information are presented in Supporting Information Tables S1--S3.

To avoid a bias arising from "immortal person time",[28](#ijc32275-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} lifestyle information (e.g., smoking history) for all LSS subjects was considered unknown until they reported it for the first time and known thereafter. Individuals who did not respond to any questionnaire retained unknown status throughout the entire follow‐up. Because most Japanese females as same generation of LSS subjects are thought not to smoke or consume alcohol, while most males do, we allowed the effect of unknown smoking history and alcohol consumption to vary by sex.

Statistical analysis {#ijc32275-sec-0007}
--------------------

The analytical data file consisted of grouped person‐years (PYs) of observation and counts of colorectal cases. The stratification variables and their respective categories are described in the Supporting Information Materials. PYs were computed from January 1, 1958, until the earliest of the date of diagnosis of any cancer, date of death, date of 110th birthday or December 31, 2009. Since only cancers that were diagnosed inside the Hiroshima or Nagasaki cancer registry catchment areas were included in the analysis, PYs were adjusted for migration in and out of the study area based on the updated AHS migration rates. See more details elsewhere.[19](#ijc32275-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

Radiation effects were described using excess relative risks (ERR) and excess absolute rates (EAR) estimated from the person‐years table using the Poisson regression. The general background incidence rate, that is, the rate in the absence of radiation exposure from the atomic bombs (radiation dose = 0 Gy), was modeled parametrically as explained below.

The ERR model had the form:

The EAR model had the form:

In the models, λ~0~(.) represents the background rate of colorectal cancer as a logarithmic function of conventional determinant variables, including city (*c*), sex (*s*), calendar year (*cy*), attained age (*a*) and an indicator of whether the subjects were not in the city at the time of bombings (*n*). In addition, we modeled the background rates as a function of smoking intensity described in pack‐years (*sm*) and alcohol drinks consumed per day (*al*) allowing for unknown status by sex, BMI (*b*) and frequency of meat consumption (*m*). Smoking intensity was treated as time‐dependent variable, while alcohol intake, frequency of meat consumption and BMI were treated as time‐independent variables.

The functions ρ(.) and ε(.) in ERR and EAR models describe the dose--response function (see below) and effect modification, respectively; ε(.) is modeled as a log‐linear function. Potential effect modifiers included sex (*s*), attained age (*a*), age at exposure (*e*) and calendar year (*cy*). Throughout the article we present the ERR and EAR averaged over sex for a 70‐year‐old individual exposed at age 30 unless otherwise specified. The parametric form of ERR model is shown in the supplement.

We tested two forms of risk function.

The best‐fitting dose--response model was selected using the Akaike\'s information criteria (AIC) from linear and linear‐quadratic models while simultaneously modeling the background and effect modifications.

The difference in ERRs for proximal and distal colon cancer was tested using a joint endpoint analysis analogous to the analysis of competing risks.[29](#ijc32275-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} This approach allowed us to fit separate background parameters for each endpoint (as in subsite‐specific analyses) while simultaneously testing for a difference in ERRs or effect modifiers across the endpoints.

Parameter estimates, likelihood‐ratio tests (LRT) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) based on profile likelihood or Wald‐type were computed using Poisson regression models as implemented in the AMFIT program of the Epicure version 2.002 and the gnm package of R version 3.5.2. All statistical tests were two‐sided with type‐I error of 0.05.

Ethical considerations {#ijc32275-sec-0008}
----------------------

Our study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Radiation Effects Research Foundation via approval of RPs 1--75 (Research Protocol for Life Span Study of A‐bomb survivors, Hiroshima and Nagasaki) and 18--61 (Tumor registry study in Hiroshima and Nagasaki). The Hiroshima Prefecture, Hiroshima City and Nagasaki Prefectures approved the linkages between LSS cohort members and data from the Cancer Registries.

Results {#ijc32275-sec-0009}
=======

Colorectal cancer cases and crude incidence rates {#ijc32275-sec-0010}
-------------------------------------------------

We ascertained 2,960 cases of colorectal cancer diagnosed between 1958 and 2009, including 1,914 colon and 1,046 rectal cancers. This represented a 26% increase since 1998, the end of the last reporting period,[5](#ijc32275-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} and made colorectal cancer the second most common cancer in the LSS. About 88% of colon cancer cases were histologically confirmed, while 6% had diagnosis based on death certificate only. The corresponding numbers for rectal cancer cases were 91 and 5%, respectively. Overall, adenocarcinoma was the most frequent histological type of colorectal cancer (88%). By anatomical location within the colon, there were 894 proximal (47%), 871 distal (45%) colon cancers and 149 (8%) colon cancers with overlapping locations or not otherwise specified location.

Characteristics of colorectal cancer cases in the LSS are shown in Table [1](#ijc32275-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Crude incidence rates (per 10,000 PYs) were 6.2 for total colon (2.9 for proximal, 2.8 for distal colon) and 3.4 for rectal cancer. The crude incidence rates for all subsites were comparable in Hiroshima and Nagasaki survivors. Males had higher rates of distal colon and rectal cancers than females, while the rates of proximal colon cancer in males and females were comparable. For rectal cancer, the rates increased with increasing age at exposure/older birth cohorts (these are perfectly correlated with the LSS). The rates increased with attained age and dose for colon cancer (total, proximal and distal). Rates did not increase with dose for rectal cancer.

###### 

Characteristics of subjects and colorectal cancer cases among LSS subjects, 1958--2009

                                                                  Subjects   Person‐years   Cancer cases and crude rate   Subjects   Person‐years   Cancer cases and crude rate                                                                  
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- -------------- ----------------------------- ---------- -------------- ----------------------------- -------------------------- ----- --------- ----------- ------- -----
  City                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Hiroshima                                                       73,401     2,193,360      1,346                         6.1        631            2.9                           610                        2.8                         731     3.3
  Nagasaki                                                        32,043     886,209        568                           6.4        263            3.0                           261                        2.9                         315     3.6
  Sex                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  Men                                                             42,910     1,142,190      782                           6.8        305            2.7                           419                        3.7                         518     4.5
  Women                                                           62,534     1,937,390      1,132                         5.8        589            3.0                           452                        2.3                         528     2.7
  Age at exposure (year)[1](#ijc32275-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                  
  0--19                                                           45,787     1,629,030      810                           5.0        370            2.3                           413                        2.5                         444     2.7
  20--39                                                          30,089     988,542        802                           8.1        408            4.1                           325                        3.3                         374     3.8
  40--                                                            29,568     461,993        302                           6.5        116            2.5                           133                        2.9                         228     4.9
  Attained age (year)                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  \<40                                                            56,657     646,198        15                            0.2        9              0.1                           5                          0.1                         13      0.2
  40--                                                            15,260     486,300        43                            0.9        18             0.4                           22                         0.5                         41      0.8
  50--                                                            16,637     614,645        209                           3.4        87             1.4                           115                        1.9                         145     2.4
  60--                                                            11,258     651,188        559                           8.6        254            3.9                           280                        4.3                         341     5.2
  70--                                                            4,649      457,182        621                           13.6       282            6.2                           300                        6.6                         340     7.4
  80--                                                            983        224,056        467                           20.8       244            10.9                          149                        6.7                         166     7.4
  DS02R1 colon dose (Gy)                                                                                                                                                          DS02R1 bladder dose (Gy)                                       
  NIC[2](#ijc32275-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                      25,239     761,539        475                           6.2        214            2.8                           227                        3.0   25,239    761,539     239     3.1
  \<0.005                                                         35,978     1,032,560      615                           6.0        284            2.8                           281                        2.7   35,935    1,031,360   356     3.5
  −0.1                                                            27,511     807,891        467                           5.8        213            2.6                           215                        2.7   27,543    808,629     285     3.5
  −0.2                                                            5,594      164,117        112                           6.8        61             3.7                           43                         2.6   5,595     163,959     49      3.0
  −0.5                                                            5,926      169,182        115                           6.8        54             3.2                           51                         3.0   5,850     166,935     58      3.4
  −1                                                              3,136      88,997         71                            8.0        43             4.8                           25                         2.8   3,184     90,623      38      4.3
  −2                                                              1,565      42,240         41                            9.7        19             4.5                           19                         4.5   1,604     43,527      17      4.0
  2+                                                              495        12,956         18                            13.9       6              4.6                           10                         7.7   494       12,802      4       3.1
  Total                                                           105,444    3,079,570      1,914                         6.2        894            2.9                           871                        2.8   105,444   3,079,380   1,046   3.4

Age at exposure is equivalent to the duration that time of bombing (1945) minus year of birth, so that age at exposure are perfectly correlated with year of birth.

NIC subjects were residents when they were selected from 1950 National Census.

Background rates {#ijc32275-sec-0011}
----------------

As in previous analyses, we described the background incidence rates in terms of sex, attained age, city and location at the time of bombings (NIC *vs*. In‐City). Based on preliminary analyses, we found that calendar year described the temporal pattern of background rates better than birth year (AIC difference = 52.5). Therefore, unlike before, we modeled the background rates in terms of calendar year rather than birth year (Supporting Information [Table S4](#ijc32275-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The overall background rates of total colon cancer increased since 1958, peaked around 1990 and decreased. The background rates of distal colon and rectal cancers followed a similar pattern, while the rates of proximal colon cancer stabilized after 1990. For the same calendar time period, the background rates of proximal colon cancer were comparable in males and females, increasing roughly in proportion to the fourth--fifth power of attained age. The rates of distal colon and rectal cancer were higher in males than females and increased in proportion to the third power of age. The fitted background rates by age and sex for five calendar periods are presented in Figure [1](#ijc32275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} for total, proximal and distal colon cancer and rectal cancers.

![Background rates for total, proximal and distal colon cancers and rectal cancer.](IJC-146-635-g001){#ijc32275-fig-0001}

We also analyzed the background rates in terms of selected lifestyle factors and BMI. Smoking intensity, alcohol consumption (amount) and BMI were associated with a modest but significant increase in risk of total colon cancer (Table [2](#ijc32275-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). These associations were largely attributed to the association of smoking intensity and alcohol consumption with distal colon cancer and to the association of BMI with proximal colon cancer. Only alcohol consumption was significantly associated with increased risk of rectal cancer. The frequency of meat consumption was not associated with risk of colorectal cancer for any subsites.

###### 

Association of potential risk factors with background rate of colorectal cancer by anatomical site

                                   Colon                                                                                        
  -------------------------------- ----------- -------------- ----------- -------------- ----------- -------------- ----------- --------------
  Smoking                                                                                                                       
  Pack‐years at age 70             1.28        (1.10; 1.48)   1.11        (0.89; 1.39)   1.33        (1.08; 1.64)   1.04        (0.85; 1.29)
  Men, unknown smoking status      0.70        (0.53; 0.93)   0.45        (0.29; 0.69)   1.09        (0.74; 1.60)   1.02        (0.73; 1.42)
  Alcohol drinking                                                                                                              
  Amount, drink/day                1.06        (1.02; 1.10)   1.04        (0.98; 1.10)   1.08        (1.03; 1.14)   1.08        (1.03; 1.14)
  Men, unknown drinking status     1.17        (0.90; 1.54)   0.99        (0.65; 1.50)   1.27        (0.87; 1.86)   0.82        (0.59; 1.12)
  Women, unknown drinking status   0.67        (0.55; 0.81)   0.64        (0.48; 0.84)   0.79        (0.59; 1.06)   0.73        (0.56; 0.94)
  BMI                                                                                                                           
  0--18.5                          0.83        (0.69; 0.99)   0.73        (0.55; 0.96)   0.97        (0.75; 1.25)   1.00        (0.79; 1.26)
  18.5--25                         Reference                  Reference                  Reference                  Reference   
  25+                              1.21        (1.05; 1.39)   1.28        (1.05; 1.56)   1.20        (0.97; 1.48)   1.08        (0.88; 1.3)
  Unknown                          1.51        (1.28; 1.79)   1.58        (1.23; 2.01)   1.46        (1.14; 1.88)   1.38        (1.11; 1.71)
  Meat                                                                                                                          
  None or less than 1 day/week     1.04        (0.90; 1.19)   0.98        (0.80; 1.20)   1.08        (0.87; 1.34)   0.97        (0.79; 1.20)
  2--4 days/week                   Reference                  Reference                  Reference                  Reference   
  Almost every day                 0.98        (0.83; 1.16)   0.93        (0.73; 1.17)   1.06        (0.83; 1.35)   1.05        (0.83; 1.32)
  Unknown                          1.14        (0.98; 1.31)   1.09        (0.88; 1.34)   1.05        (0.84; 1.32)   1.38        (1.13; 1.68)

Total colon cancer includes proximal, distal and other colon cancers. BMI was calculated as weight (kg)/height (m^2^).

Excess relative risk {#ijc32275-sec-0012}
--------------------

We found a significant dose--response for total colon (excluding rectum) cancer based on a linear ERR model with the basic background adjustment (i.e., sex, attained age, calendar year, city and NIC) and effect modification by sex, age at exposure, attained age or calendar year (Table [3](#ijc32275-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Adjustment for lifestyle factors had little impact on radiation risk estimates or female: male (F:M) ratio of ERRs, although, AIC indicated that a richer background model adjusted for lifestyle factors and BMI described data substantially better (Table [3](#ijc32275-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Based on the richer model, the sex‐averaged ERR per Gy at age 70 after exposure at age 30 was 0.63 (95% CI: 0.34; 0.98) for total colon cancer and 0.025 (95% CI: −0.087; 0.14) for rectal cancer. The point estimate for the sex‐averaged ERR per Gy for proximal colon cancer (0.80; 95% CI: 0.32; 1.44) was higher than that for distal colon cancer (0.50; 95% CI: 0.04; 0.97), but the difference of ERRs between proximal and distal colon cancer was not statistically significant (0.30; 95%CI: −0.67; 1.10, *p* = 0.41).

###### 

ERRs of radiation and effect modifications based on the linear model with background model adjusted by conventional variables and with background model adjusted by conventional variables, smoking, alcohol intake, frequency of meat consumption and BMI

  Cancer sites                                                                                                                                                      ERR/Gy (95%CI)              Effect modifiers (95%CI)   Calendar year[1](#ijc32275-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   AIC difference[2](#ijc32275-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}                                                                             
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- -------
  With background model adjusted by conventional variables[4](#ijc32275-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  Total colon[5](#ijc32275-note-0009){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                0.66 (0.29; 1.16)^w^        0.47 (0.18; 0.86)^w^       0.57 (0.29; 0.89)                                      0.71 (0.26; 1.69)^w^                                    19% (−21%; 78%)           −3.53 (−6.13; −0.96)                            
  Proximal colon[5](#ijc32275-note-0009){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                             0.88 (0.10; 1.66)^w^        0.55 (0.05; 1.06)^w^       0.72 (0.19; 1.24)^w^                                   0.63 (0.15; 1.76)^w^                                    −11% (−49%; 39%)          −1.97 (−5.24; 2.95)                             
  Distal colon[6](#ijc32275-note-0010){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                               0.69 (0.04; 1.34)           0.27 (−0.18; 0.72)         0.48 (0.03; 0.88)                                      0.40 (0.08; 2.02)                                       −29% (−61.8%; 22.4%)                              −64% (−82.8%; −33.0%)   
  Rectum[5](#ijc32275-note-0009){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                     0.0077 (−0.036; 0.051)^w^   0.026 (−0.103; 0.155)^w^   0.017 (−0.068; 0.101)^w^                               3.36 (0.25; 45.35)^w^                                   −84.2% (−98%; 15.0%)^w^   4.4 (−5.5; 14.3)^w^                             
  With background model adjusted by conventional variables[4](#ijc32275-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}, smoking, alcohol intake, frequency of meat consumption and BMI                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  Total colon[5](#ijc32275-note-0009){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                0.77 (0.36; 1.30)           0.50 (0.20; 0.90)          0.63 (0.34; 0.98)                                      0.65 (0.24; 1.48)                                       24% (−16%; 82%)           −3.63 (−6.17; −1.14)                            −52.4
  Proximal colon[5](#ijc32275-note-0009){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                             0.97 (0.15; 1.80)           0.62 (0.09; 1.16)          0.80 (0.32; 1.44)                                      0.64 (0.17; 1.77)                                       −6.0% (−44%; 47%)         −2.10 (−5.27; 2.54)                             −26.9
  Distal colon[6](#ijc32275-note-0010){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                               0.73 (0.06; 1.41)^w^        0.27 (−0.17; 0.71)^w^      0.50 (0.04; 0.97)^w^                                   0.37 (0.08; 1.78)^w^                                    −32% (−62%; 14%)                                  −65% (−83%; −35%)       −11.5
  Rectum[5](#ijc32275-note-0009){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                     0.011 (−0.045; 0.068)^w^    0.041 (−0.14; 0.22)^w^     0.025 (−0.087; 0.14)^w^                                3.63 (0.28; 47.71)^w^                                   −81% (−98%; 57%)^w^       4.1 (−6.76; 14.99)^w^                           −22.4

Total colon cancer includes proximal, distal and other colon cancer. DS02R1 weighted absorbed colon and bladder dose were used to estimate colon and rectum cancer ERRs, respectively. Confidence intervals (CI) were likelihood bound or Wald‐type (w).

Coefficient of calendar year means the percentage change per decade increase in calendar year (common to males and females).

AIC difference means the difference from the Akaike information criteria of models with background model adjusted by conventional variables for each subsite.

Coefficient of age at exposure means the percentage change per decade increase in age at exposure (common to males and females).

Conventional variables used for adjustment by background model were age, sex, calendar year and indicator of NIC.

ERR/Gy shows at age 70 years old after exposure at age 30 years old.

ERR/Gy shows in 1985 after exposure at age 30 years old.

The fitted linear dose--response for total colon cancer is presented in Figure [2](#ijc32275-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. The quadratic term was not statistically significant over the full dose range or under 2 Gy (*p* \> 0.5 and *p* = 0.41, respectively). Similar nonsignificant dose--responses for the quadratic term were observed for all colon‐related subsites and dose ranges in both sex‐averaged and sex‐specific tests.

![Dose--response function for total colon cancer among the LSS subjects. Solid line shows the fitted linear sex‐averaged ERR dose--response. Points show ERR estimates with 95% confidence intervals by dose category. The ERRs are given for subjects at attained age of 70 years after exposure at age 30 years.](IJC-146-635-g002){#ijc32275-fig-0002}

We found a significant modification of the ERR at 1 Gy for total colon cancer by attained age, but not by age at exposure (Table [3](#ijc32275-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). The ERR decreased per each year increase in attained age proportional to the −3.63 power of attained age. The ERR for distal colon cancer also decreased with attained age (−5.78, 95% CI: −9.58; −2.23) and increased with age at exposure (86%, 95% CI: 8.0%; 229%), significantly (not shown in Table [3](#ijc32275-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). However, since a model allowing for modification of the ERR by calendar year fit the data marginally better (AIC difference 1.4) than a model with simultaneous modification of the ERR by attained age and age at exposure, we chose the model with calendar year effect modification as the preferred model. Based on this model, the ERR for distal colon decreased by 65% (95% CI: 83%; 35%) per decade of calendar year increase becoming not significant after 1995 (ERR in 1995 after exposure at age 30 = 0.175, 95%CI: \<−0.004; 0.52). The effects of attained age and age at exposure on the ERR for proximal and rectal cancers were not significant. Sex did not modify the ERR for any anatomical subsite. Adjustment for lifestyle factors in the background had no appreciable effect on magnitude or significance of tested effect modifiers. We also evaluated effect modification of ERR by lifestyle factors and BMI, but the results were null (data not shown).

Excess absolute rate {#ijc32275-sec-0013}
--------------------

The EARs for colon cancer overall and by anatomical subsite were estimated based on the linear EAR model with the richer background and effect modification by sex, age at exposure and attained age (Table [4](#ijc32275-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}). As the ERR per Gy for rectal cancer was near zero, we did not estimate the respective EAR or fraction of cases attributable to radiation exposure (see below). While the EAR was higher in males than females for each colon subsite, this difference was not significant. For each subsite, the EAR increased with attained age in proportion to inverse attained age to the third--fourth power. All EARs tended to decrease with age at exposure, but the effect was significant only for proximal colon cancer. For this subsite, the EAR decreased by 32% (95% CI: 52%; 2.5%) per decade increase in age at exposure. For an individual aged 70 who was exposed at age 30, the sex‐averaged EAR was 6.01 per 10,000 PY‐Gy (95% CI: 3.29; 8.72) for total colon cancer, 3.29 (95% CI: 1.39; 5.18) for proximal colon cancer and 2.26 (95% CI: 0.42; 4.11) for distal colon cancer. In contrast to the ERR, the EAR for distal colon cancer did not vary by calendar year (57%, 95% CI: −8.5%; 141%).

###### 

Excess absolute rates for colon cancer and effect modifiers by subsite among the LSS subjects

  Cancer sites     EAR per 10,000 person‐years per Gy   Effect modifiers (95% CI)                                                                    
  ---------------- ------------------------------------ --------------------------- ------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- -------------------
  Colon            7.88 (3.45; 12.3)                    4.13 (1.62; 6.64)           6.01 (3.29; 8.72)   0.52 (0.21; 1.06)    −25% (−43%; 0.7%)       3.83 (2.17; 5.48)
  Proximal colon   4.06 (1.19; 6.94)                    2.51 (0.67; 4.36)           3.29 (1.39; 5.18)   0.62 (0.21; 1.44)    −32% (−52%; −2.5%)      3.77 (1.79; 5.75)
  Distal colon     3.68 (0.46; 6.90)                    0.85 (−0.48; 2.18)          2.26 (0.42; 4.11)   0.23 (−0.06; 0.79)   −6.3% (−42.3%; 52.2%)   2.95 (1.79; 5.75)

Total colon cancer includes proximal, distal and other colon cancer. EAR is the excess cases per 10,000 person‐years per Gy at age 70 years after exposure at age 30 years.

DS02R1 weighted absorbed colon dose were used to estimate EAR with background model with conventional variables (age, sex, calendar year and indicator of NIC), smoking, alcohol intake, frequency of meat consumption and BMI. Confidence intervals (CI) are Wald‐type.

Excess cancer cases {#ijc32275-sec-0014}
-------------------

The number of background cases, radiation excess cases and attributable fraction due to radiation exposure were estimated for each category of radiation dose based on the preferred ERR model (Supporting Information [Table S5](#ijc32275-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The number of total colon cancer cases due to radiation exposure was 89 (50 in males and 39 in females) corresponding to an attributable fraction of 10.7% (14.2% in males and 8.2% in females) among cohort members with doses more than 5 mGy. The subsite‐specific number of radiation excess cases (attributable fraction) was 53 (13.3%) for proximal colon cancer and 34 (9.3%) for distal colon cancer.

Discussion {#ijc32275-sec-0015}
==========

We found that the radiation risk of total colon cancer remains elevated more than six decades after exposure, although the radiation risk of distal colon attenuated with calendar time. Rectal cancer continues to lack an association with radiation exposure. The dose--response for colon cancer is consistent with linearity. The ERRs per Gy are significantly elevated for both proximal and distal colon cancer and do not differ significantly from each other. Adjustment for smoking, frequency of alcohol and meat consumption, and BMI has little or no effect on estimated ERRs.

The overall pattern of background rate trends for colon cancer in the LSS was consistent with that of the general cancer incidence trend in Japan.[12](#ijc32275-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Colorectal cancer screening started in 1992 in Japan and has been thought to have attenuated the increase of incidence rate. The background rates of distal colon and rectal cancers followed a similar pattern of Japanese general cancer incidence, while the rates of proximal colon cancer leveled off after 1990.

Our main results are consistent with previous results from this cohort, which showed a significant radiation‐related risk for colon but not for rectal cancer.[3](#ijc32275-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#ijc32275-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#ijc32275-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Sex‐averaged ERRs/Gy for colon cancer in our study and in the latest study were 0.54 (95% CI: 0.30; 0.81) and 0.63 (90% CI: 0.34; 0.98), respectively, while ERR/Gy for rectum cancer were 0.22 (95% CI: −0.081; 0.13) and 0.19 (90% CI: −0.04; 0.47), respectively.[5](#ijc32275-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Our findings of significant radiation risk of colon cancer are also consistent with the radiation risk reported in studies of medically irradiated populations.[1](#ijc32275-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#ijc32275-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} The positive association between BMI and overall colon cancer risk observed in our study is compatible with the results of a systematic review[11](#ijc32275-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} and meta‐analysis of prospective studies.[30](#ijc32275-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} It is also in agreement with an earlier LSS study by Semmens *et al*.[18](#ijc32275-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} As before,[18](#ijc32275-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} radiation and BMI risk estimates changed little after mutual adjustment and radiation risk did not vary according to BMI levels.

For total colon cancer, a linear dose--response model fit better, based on AIC, than a linear quadratic model both in males and females. The linear ERR and EAR estimated from models with effect modification and adjustments for lifestyle factors were not significantly different between males and females, although point estimates were higher in males in each case. The decreasing trend in ERR with increasing attained age, which was suggested in the previous analysis,[5](#ijc32275-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} has become statistically significant in the present study. Although patterns for effect modification of ERR and EAR for colon by attained age appeared, no significant variation in ERR or EAR by age at exposure was found for overall colon cancer. In fact, the decrease in EAR with increasing age at exposure was smaller in the current study compared to the previous study (−25% *vs*. −56%) and no longer significant.[5](#ijc32275-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} These changing patterns of effect modification by age at exposure over time underscore the importance of long, possibly life‐long follow‐up to uncover the true patterns of radiation risk.

Although both the ERR and EAR were higher for proximal than for distal colon cancer, neither risk estimates differed significantly between the two anatomical sites. We also found that the ERR for distal colon cancer decreased with calendar year, while the ERR for proximal colon cancer did not vary by age or time. In contrast, the EAR for distal cancer increased with attained age, but not with calendar time, while the EAR for proximal cancer increased with attained age and decreased with age at exposure. Thus, our findings are mixed and do not exclude the possibility of different tumorigenic pathways in proximal and distal colon after radiation exposure.

The proximal and distal colons have different characteristics based on embryologic origin and risk factors. Epidemiological studies of populations unexposed to radiation suggest that associations with lifestyle factors vary by anatomical subsite of colon.[9](#ijc32275-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} For example, association with alcohol consumption appears to be stronger for distal than proximal colon cancer,[31](#ijc32275-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} whereas the pattern of risk with smoking is opposite.[32](#ijc32275-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Comparable data for populations exposed to radiation are sparse. We found that BMI was associated with proximal colon cancer, whereas smoking and alcohol consumption were associated with distal colon cancer.

Sporadic proximal colon cancer is likely to be related to MSI and distal colon cancer to CIN.[14](#ijc32275-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Hains *et al*. found a higher level of MSI in mice irradiated by neutrons.[33](#ijc32275-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} In our results, radiation risk for proximal colon cancer tended to be higher than distal colon cancer, although the difference was not significant. Our results seemed to be consistent with the above findings. However, mechanisms of radiation carcinogenesis in proximal and distal colon remain poorly understood in human. Molecular studies of radiation‐related cancers are needed.

Although rectal cancer continued to indicate no association with radiation exposure in the LSS, increased risk of rectal cancer was reported among prostate and cervical cancer patients exposed to high‐dose radiation by radiotherapy.[34](#ijc32275-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#ijc32275-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#ijc32275-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#ijc32275-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} At low‐dose levels, an increased risk of rectal cancer incidence was observed in the study of the National Registry for Radiation Workers (NRRW‐3) in UK[38](#ijc32275-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} and an increased risk of mortality was observed in the INWORKS.[39](#ijc32275-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Conversely, neither study showed increased risk of colon cancer. Reasons for the lack of association between radiation exposure and rectal cancer in the LSS remain unclear.

The strengths of our study include a well‐designed cohort, more than 50 years of follow‐up, nearly complete ascertainment of vital status and cancer cases from high‐quality population‐based cancer registries, and individual dose estimates. In the analysis, we adjusted radiation risk estimates for smoking, alcohol intake, frequency of meat consumption and BMI and estimated risks by anatomical subsite of colon. The study\'s limitations include incomplete lifestyle data, ranging from 47% to 67% complete, depending on the specific factor. This mainly reflects the proportion of subjects deceased prior to the initiation of surveys in the 1960s. To minimize the potential for associated biases, we allowed background rates in individuals with unknown and known status for lifestyle factors and BMI to differ. In addition to evaluating variations in radiation risk estimates by lifestyle data, for example, smoking intensity and duration, we also tested for variations in risk estimates according to the availability of such data (data not shown), but the risk estimates were quite stable. Therefore, we do not think that radiation risk estimates are seriously biased. Also, we cannot exclude the possibility that some individuals changed their lifestyle because the last mail survey was conducted in 1991. However, about 76% of all PYs were accumulated before 1990 and it usually requires several years for changes in exposure levels to translate into changes in risk.

In conclusion, the Life Span Study data continue to show a radiation effect on colon but not for rectal cancer. The excess radiation risk of proximal colon cancer in the LSS cohort has persisted for more than 60 years after exposure and is likely to throughout the life of the survivors. The radiation risks for both proximal and distal colon cancers are elevated, but are not significantly different from each other, although conventional risk factors and possible carcinogenesis pathways are thought to be different. However, it is notable that the excess radiation risk of distal colon seems to have attenuated with time. Further follow‐up will shed light on the temporal patterns of colon cancer, especially possible divergent patterns for proximal *vs*. distal cancer. Molecular studies related to carcinogenesis pathways are needed to improve our understanding of radiation risks for different anatomical subsites.
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======================
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**Table S1**. Number of subjects by drinking status and mean drink amount (drinks/day) among the LSS subjects

**Table S2**. LSS questionnaire meat consumption by sex and radiation dose

**Table S3**. LSS questionnaire earliest self‐reported BMI by sex and radiation dose

**Table S4**. Association of conventional risk factors with background rate of colorectal cancer by anatomical site.

**Table S5**. Observed and excess cases by dose category and sex based on the linear model among the LSS subjects.
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Click here for additional data file.
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